Overview

Notes/Remarks
Name

Position Applied
Current Company
Years of Experience
Skills

English
Location
Willing to relocate

Willy
Foundry Worker
Foundry Company
10 years as Foundry and Moulder in Philippines and New
Zealand
• Furnace Operator of Copper
• Painting
• Stick Welding
7
Christchurch
Yes

Rate

Looking for 27

Visa

Work Visa expires Feb 2022

Driver’s license
Notice Period
Motivation
Reasons for leaving

NZ Restricted
2 weeks
To stay here in NZ
His visa will expire next year and the company is telling him to
not be given a 3 year visa.

Willy_Foundry Worker
OBJECTIVE
To start my Career by joining a well settled and high professional organization, and grab
career advancement through it large efforts and innovative work technologies.
Person to be contacted in case of Emergency
Name: Rowena
Relationship: Wife
Address: San Vicente San Pedro City, Laguna

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
Secondary: Bool, National, High School
2004-2005
Elementary: Bool, Elementary, School
1999-2000

WORK EXPERIENCE.
•

Furnace Casting Company
Furnace operator /Casting Machine operator.
2018-Present.
Christchurch New Zealand.

•

FVC Philippines Inc.
Molder.
2012-2018

•

Joaqs Corp, Industries
Welder/Painter
2010-2012
Holiday Park, City of San Pedro Laguna

JOB DESCRIPTION/FURNACE OPERATOR
1. Operates furnace to heat aluminium slabs and fabricated forms to specified temperature
for rolling or processing: Sets furnace controls to regulate temperatures and heating time.
2. Starts conveyors and opens furnace doors to admit slabs, plate, sheet, and coil, or signals
OVERHEAD CRANE OPERATOR to uncover soaking pits and lower ingots into them
3. Observes pyrometer and adjusts rheostat controls to maintain temperature between
specified limits.
4. Measures temperature of product to determine necessity for adjusting furnace
temperature or timing cycle, using thermal instruments and charts.
5. Removes material from furnace, using crane, or signals OVERHEAD CRANE OPERATOR to
transfer it to next station.
6. Records time and production data.

Job Objective and Mission
The position is responsible for molding big valve parts in accordance with company
standards and specifications.
Duties and Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Molds big valve parts.
Operates, cleans and maintain furan mixer machine.
Prepares reinforcement for core making whenever necessary.
Maintains and safe keep score boxes and its components.
Stocks molded cores properly units designated places.
Maintains roller conveyor and ensures alignment to fits roller.
Sets and compacts sand in the box trough wooden bar and wait for them olds to
cure.
8.
Withdraws molded valve parts from the pattern and endorses the same to the mold
coating group through roller conveyor.
9.
Maintains cleanliness and housekeeping of work area.
10. Ensures safety in the performance of job duties.
11. Calibrates the mixture of furan.
12. Maintains and safe keeps calibrating tools and equipment.
13. Performs other duties that may be assigned from time to time by superior.

I hereby certify that above information is true and correction to the best of my knowledge
and belief.

